Welcome

On behalf of the Board of the Tractor and Machinery Association of Australia I would like to
welcome you to this year’s edition of the State of The Industry Report.
As you will see in the report that follows, 2021 has been an outstanding year for the industry.
The State of The Industry Report has been a focal point for our industry for many years and
the role played by Alan Kirsten and his team at Agriview in delivering this is much valued by
us all.
Our Industry continues to face many challenges and the combined strength of our OEM’s,
Local Manufacturers, Importers, Dealers and Affiliates is vital to ensuring the ongoing
prosperity of Agriculture in this country.
We trust that you find this year’s report to be a valuable resource to your business and
encourage you to come along to this year’s annual conference to be held at
Hyatt Place Melbourne, Essendon Fields on Wednesday July 20th.
The theme for this year’s event is “Towards 2030” and we look forward to a range of
speakers who will both enlighten and educate us. We will also receive a mid-year update
from Alan Kirsten on the State of play for machine sales.
As always, we thank you for your ongoing support and look forward to a prosperous 2022
and beyond.

Gary Northover
Executive Director
Tractor & Machinery Association of Australia
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Foreword
2021 – A year that we will never forget….
Whilst 2020 was a year we will always remember, 2021 is one that we will never forget.
Demand for machinery, particularly Tractors, reached levels not seen since the late 1970’s
and early to mid 1980’s when the makeup of Australia’s Agricultural Machinery Industry was
vastly different to what it is today.
Between 1979 and 1985 there was a seven-year run of 10,000 plus Tractor sales, it peaked
in 1981 when 15,700 Tractors were sold. It would take another 23 years before we entered
another period of 10,000 plus Tractor markets which started in 2011 and we basically
haven’t looked back since with the market peaking in 2021 with 17,090 Tractors sold.
What is of interest is that back in 1981 there were approximately 2,500 dealer outlets across
the country and on average this equates to 6.3 Tractors sold per outlet back then. In 2021
there were 663 outlets, and this equates to 25.8 Tractors sold per outlet. What is also quite
remarkable is that again, back in 1981 there were 35 Tractor brands on offer with 271
different models available compared to 21 brands with at least 655 different models sold and
much more on offer.
So, what does all this mean - how is the industry going to support this product going
forward? We already have a problem with availability of mechanics, but what about parts
interpreters and technical support personal. The industry is clearly facing huge challenges
going forward and must come together and invest in itself to encourage awareness and
interest in our industry otherwise all the good times the industry has experienced over that
last 10 odd years will have all been for nothing.

Alan Kirsten
Agriview Pty. Ltd.
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2021 in Detail
Agricultural Machinery Industry new sales turnover snapshot

$5.2 Biliion
Tractors
$2b

Combine
Harvesters &
Headers
$917m

Balers,Hay
Tools &
Windrowers
$242m

SP Sprayers
$600m

Tillage &
Seeding
$400m (Est.)

Other
Equip.
$985m (Est.)
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2021….
Clearly 2021 was another year to remember. Following the record result achieved in 2020,
2021 passed all expectations with sales of new machinery reaching levels never seen
before. The value of those sales is estimated to be worth $5.169 billion; this was a rise of
34% on the $3.870 billion sold in 2020.
Demand for new Tractors were particularly strong in unit sales terms, rising just under 25%.
Whilst the volume growth was strong so was the value reaching just over $2 billion dollars
for the first time, this result was up 41% on the previous year. All broad power segments
recorded strong gains but a 67.5% growth in the value of sales above 200 engine
horsepower was the key driver with total sales reaching nearly $1 billion.
The value of Combine Harvester and Header sales increased by 59% with $917.4 million
worth of new machines sold - this was up $338.8 million on the $578.6 million sold in 2020.
The improvement in demand was helped by a great season across much of Australia and
strong commodity prices, all States contributed to the growth in demand.
The record results achieved in 2020 for Hay and Forage equipment did not repeat itself in
2021 with demand softening in 2021. Sales of Balers, Hay Tools and Windrowers totalled
$241.7 million, this was 29% down on the $341million sold in 2020.
Baler sales decreased 36% to $116.6 million this year, the decline in demand was driven by
52% drop in Large Square baler sales due in part to the slowdown in demand from both
broadacre farmers and export Oaten Hay producers. Round Baler sales fared slightly better
with sales falling 16%. On the plus side there was a small increase in sales of Small Square
Balers.
Hay Tool sales retreated also in 2021 with just over $100 million sold, this was 13% down on
the $115 sold in 2020. The decline in sales was driven by reduced demand across all
machine types bar Silage Wagons which recorded a small gain.
It wasn’t a good year for Windrower sales with shipping delays heavily affecting the final
outcome for 2021. There were 65 delivered worth $24.7million, this was 43.5% down on the
$43.8million sold in 2020. If supply had not been so affected the final outcome would have
been at least twice as good as what was achieved.
The self-propelled Sprayer market was also strong with the value of sales estimated to have
reached $600 million this year - this is a rise of 33% on the $450 million sold in 2020.
The Tillage and Seeding Machinery market also improved. Sales are estimated to have
reached $400 million, a rise of 40% on the $285 million estimated to have been sold in the
previous year.
We continue to provide our estimates on the combined value of sales of other key segments
including Trailed Sprays, Cotton and Cane Harvesters, Self-propelled Forage Harvesters,
Chaser and Hall Out Bins to just name a few. Given the overwhelmingly strong demand
across the whole industry we estimated that the value of sales in 2021 was worth $985
million.
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Machinery sales in Detail
Tractors….
In 2021 there were 17,090 new Tractors delivered, this was the highest result ever recorded
in the last 43 years.
The actual numbers is arguably closer to 19,500 when we take into account the small
number of companies that do not contribute to the statistical sales service.
2021 was the eleventh consecutive year in a row where the market has exceeded 10,000
sales and the thirteenth out of the last fourteen years where sales have exceeded that same
mark.
The 10,000-unit threshold is important as most within the industry agree than any market
over 10,000is a good market.
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We continue to highlight the fact that we naturally associate Tractor sales with agricultural
use but since the very early 1980’s, the influence of the hobby farmer or lifestyle farmer
cannot be overlooked. We have looked at both as follows:
2021 Lifestyle Tractor Market….
Demand for Tractors going into the lifestyle market reached record levels again this year
with 5,838 units sold in 2021. This was a rise of 14% on the 5,105 sold in 2020 and 32% up
on the previous five-year average of 4,422.
The total value of sales increased 15% to $152.2 million - this compares to the $131.8
million sold a year earlier.
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Under 60Hp Tractor Market
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Within this sector there continues to be little sold under 20Hp averaging 43 sales over the
last 5 years, in 2021 there was 38 units sold.
The bulk of the sales are concentrated in the 20-40 Hp segment, it accounted for 63% of the
under 60 market with 3,696 sold which in itself reflected a 14% increase in demand. The 40
to 60 Hp segment accounted for 36% of sales with 2,104 sold, this was 16% up on the 1,807
sold in 2020.
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The size of Tractors being purchased, based on rated engine horsepower, continues to rise,
albeit at a very slow rate. In 2012 the average Tractor size was 36 horsepower, in 2021 this
has now increased to 37 horsepower.
You would expect that along with this increase there would be an associated increase in
cost, and this is what has happened particularly in the last couple of years.
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2021 Ag Tractor market….
The market for Tractors over 60 horsepower totalled 11,252 in 2021, a rise of 31.8% on the
8,534 sold a year earlier. This was the best sales result since detailed records began in
1989, and whilst all power sectors recorded strong gains the biggest growth came in the 240
to 300 segment which nearly doubled year-on-year.
The value of sales above 60 Hp totalled $1.873billion which was 44% up on a year earlier.
The 60 to 100 Hp, Utility Tractor market rose 34% to 3,592 units with a retail value of $206.8
million - this compares to 2,680, with a retail value of $155.5 million a year earlier. This
segment of the market long term will continue to be under pressure from the increasing scale
of farming operations and the associated need for larger machines, but the Instant Asset
Write off provisions provided by the Australian Government in response to COVID19,
together with historically low financing costs, provided the stimulus to grow this sector and
others.
The 100 to 200 Hp market was also strong with sales increasing by 22.5% to 5,378 units this compares to the 4,390 sold in 2020. Within this broad segment the 100 to 120 market
rose 12%, the 120 to 140 market rose 34%, the 140 to 160 market rose 26% and the 160 to
200 market rose 29%.
Value of sales in the 100 to 200 segment totalled $691.5 million in 2021.
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The 200 Hp Plus broadacre segment bounced back in 2021 with overall sales increasing by
55.9% from 1,464 in 2020 to 2,282 in 2021. The market for Tractors between 200 and 300
Hp increased 61% from 643 in 2020 to 1,036 this year. Above 300 demand was also very
strong with sales increasing by 52% with 1,246 units delivered compared to 821 in 2020.
In value of sales terms there was just under $975 million sold in this segment in 2021, a rise
of 67.5% on the $582 million sold previously
Average power sold above 60 Hp in 2020 was 160 Hp, with an average $ per horsepower of
$1,043.
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Around the Country
Queensland....
Deliveries of new Tractors surpassed the 3000-unit level for the second time in the last 33
years - a total of 3,649 Tractors were delivered, this was 23% up on the 2,965 sold a year
earlier.

All 6 regions within the State recorded record levels of demand.
Power demand….
All broad power segments recorded gains.
The under 60Hp Lifestyle market segment recorded a 13.2% lift with 1,311 new Tractors
delivered - this was 153 more than that sold in 2020.
The 60 to 100 Hp market increased by 33.1% with 981 deliveries made compared to 737 last
year.
The 100 to 200 market continued to gain strength with deliveries increasing year-on-year by
15.4% to 1,019 units - this was 136 more than in 2020.
After three years in a row of declining sales demand the 200 Hp Plus market finally turned
around with deliveries increasing by 80.7% with 338 new Tractors delivered compared with
187 a year earlier.
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Within the State….
North Region

The North has recorded its best result on record with 772 deliveries in 2021, this surpassed
the then record result of 614 in 2020.
Demand across all broad Hp segments recorded gains. The under 60 market grew 22%
with 224 Tractors delivered, the 60 to 100 Hp market grew 6% with 211 units delivered - this
was the first time since 2009 when over 200 units were sold in the sector. The 100 to 200
market grew by 33% year-on-year recording 264 deliveries made. Tractors over 200 Hp
recorded an 115% increase year-on-year with 73 units delivered, it wasn’t a record, but it
was the second best result recorded since records began in 1989.
Market movements within the region:

Atherton*
Cairns*
Townsville*

45%
37%
8%

Ayr*
Ingham**
Tully

39%
37%
-3%

Bowen*
Innisfail*

24%
0%

* Best year on record.
** Second best year on record.
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Mackay Region

The region posted a 25% lift in deliveries with 262 new Tractors delivered, a record result for
the region.
All power segments recorded gains. The under 60 market grew by 23% with 76 deliveries
made, the 60 to 100 market grew by 15% recording 53 deliveries, this was the second-best
result recorded on record. The important 100 to 200 segment recorded a 25% increase in
demand with 114 units delivered which was a record for the region. Finally, the 200 Hp plus
market grew by 73% recording 19 deliveries, it wasn’t a record, but it was the second best
result recorded for the region.
Market movements within the region:

Clermont**

83%

* Best year on record.
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Mackay*

16%

Proserpine

36%

Central Queensland Region

The region posted a record result of 300 new Tractor deliveries in 2021, this was a 19%
increase on the 252 sold in 2020, which in itself was a record then.
Of the four broad Hp groups, three recorded strong year-on-year growth. The under 60
market broke through the 100-unit barrier for the first time recording 112 units, this was 38%
up on the 81 delivered in 2020. The 60 to 100 Hp market grew by 25% with 81 sales, whilst it
wasn’t a record it was still the 2nd best result ever recorded. The 200 Hp Plus market was the
third positive segment with sales increasing year-on-year by 85% with 37 deliveries
compared to 20 in 2020.
On the downside the 100 to 200 Hp market didn’t fare as well with deliveries falling 19%
from the record 86 delivered in 2020 to 70 in 2021.
Within the region demand in the Biloela area bounced back from a small fall in 2020 posting
an 8% increase. In Emerald demand was at record levels with 38 new Tractor deliveries, a
rise of 58% on a year earlier and in the Rockhampton area deliveries increased 165 to 222
units, this was a record result for the area.
Market movements within the region:

Biloela

8%

Emerald*

58%

Rockhampton*

16%

* Best year on record.
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Burnett Region

The Burnett has had its best year on record with 640 new Tractors delivered in 2021 - this
was an increase of 35% on the 474 delivered in 2020 and 60% up on the previous ten-year
average of 399 units.
All broad Hp categories recorded strong gains and record results. The under 60 Hp market
increased by 35% with 199 units delivered. The 60 to 100 Hp market increased 56% with
190 units delivered and the 100 to 200 market increased 17% with 216 units delivered.
Finally, the 200 Hp Plus market increased 75% with 35 new Tractors delivered.
The key Bundaberg market recorded a 30% lift in sales with 351 units sold, all broad power
segments contributed to the growth in demand. The other area worth mentioning is Gympie,
for only the second time since our records began deliveries surpassed the 100-unit mark
with 134 units delivered.
Market movements within the region:

Bundaberg*
Gympie*

30%
61%

* Best year on record.
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Gayndah*
Kingaroy*

8%
90%

South West Region -

A total of 587 new Tractors were delivered in the region in 2021, this was up 26% on the 467
sold a year earlier and up 21% on the previous ten-year average of 484.
Across the power ranges none achieved record levels although the under 60 market came
close with 123 deliveries, 3 fewer than the record 126 delivered in 2012. The 60 to 100
market recorded a 52% lift in deliveries with 132 units, this was the second-best result on
record. The 100 to 200 market basically held at 2020 levels
recording 174 delivers, this compared to 176 in 2020. The same can’t be said for the 200
Hp Plus market which recorded a year-on-year growth of 66%, 158 units were delivered
which was up 63 on the previous year’s result.
Within the region there were two areas worth noting. Firstly Chinchilla - deliveries totalled 61
in 2021 which in itself was a record for the area, strong demand for Tractors between 60 and
200 Hp drove the growth. The other area is Warwick, following very strong growth in 2020
sales continued to remain strong with the area recording a record result of 76 new Tractors
delivered.

Chinchilla*
Roma **
Toowoomba

45%
-21%
22%

Dalby
St George**
Warwick*

31%
95%
49%

Goondiwindi
Stanthorpe

52%
13%

* Best year on record.
** Second best year on record
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Brisbane Region -

Sales demand exceeded 2020 levels with deliveries increasing by 15% with 1,088 units
delivered - this was a rise of 140 on the previous year and only the second time in history
that the market exceeded the 1,000-unit mark. The last time that happened was back in
2009.
The increase in 2021 was driven by strong demand under 100 Hp. Whilst the under 60 Hp
market basically held at the same level as last year the 60 to 100 Hp market was the driver
recording a record 314 deliveries. This result was up 44% on 2020 and up 64% on the
previous ten-year average of 191 sales. Above 100 Hp the 100 to 200 market recorded a
23% lift in deliveries which was virtually identical to the record result of 182 in 2017 and
finally the 200 Hp Plus market more than doubled year-on-year recording a 129% increase
in deliveries with 16 units sold.

Boonah*
Gatton*

15%
24%

* Best year on record.
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Brisbane*
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7%
29%

Caboolture*
Nambour

31%
-1%

New South Wales….
The State recorded its best result on record with 5,442 new Tractors delivered in 2021 - this
was 39% up on 2020’s result and 64% up on the previous ten-year average of 3,315 units.
Within the State all of the seven regions recorded record results.
Power demand….
Record demand across all broad power segments contributed to the overall increase in the
market. The under 60 Hp Plus market recorded year-on-year growth of 14%, with a total of
1,909 new Tractors delivered. The 60 to 100 market recorded a 50% increase in volume with
1,245 Tractors delivered, this was the first time since 1989 and 1990 that the market
recorded 1,000 plus deliveries. The 100 to 200 market increased 45% with 1,532 units
recorded which was a record result. Finally, the 200 Hp Plus market increased 109% yearon-year with 756 units delivered and yes that was a record also for this segment.
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North Coast Region -

Deliveries of new Tractors breached the 1,000-unit mark for the first time on record in this
area with 1,091 units delivered. This result was up 21% on the previous year and 81% up
on the previous ten-year average of 605.
The key under 60Hp lifestyle market recorded a 5% growth year-on-year but this was on top
of the record 2020 result. A total of 468 deliveries were recorded, in the last two years 915
units have been sold which is unprecedented for the area. The 60 to 100 Hp utility Tractor
market also recorded record sales with 390 new Tractors delivered - this was a rise of 37%
on last year’s record result. The 100-200 market recorded a 38% lift in sales with 227 sales this was a record and more than double the previous ten-year average of 101 units. Finally,
the low volume 200Hp plus market was flat with 6 units delivered again this year.
All areas, bar Murwillumbah, within the region recorded further gains in demand:
Coffs Harbour*
Murwillumbah**

21%
-3%

* Best year on record.
** Second best year on record
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Grafton
Taree*

3%
44%

Lismore*
Wauchope*

30%
17%

North and North West Region -

Deliveries of new Tractors in the area increased 80% in 2021 - 844 units were recorded.
This compares with 468 a year earlier and 65% up on the previous ten-year average of 512
units.
All broad power segments contributed to the increase in sales. The under 60Hp market had
its best year on record with 172 units delivered - this was a 35% increase on the 127 units
delivered a year earlier. The 60 to 100 segment recorded a doubling in volume increasing by
107% with 157 units sold, the 100 to 200 market grew year-on-year by 73% recording 265
deliveries. Deliveries of Tractors over 200Hp more than doubled year-on-year with 250 sales
recorded. This was a 123% increase year-on-year and whilst not a record it was the
second-best result on record.
There are eleven sales areas that make up the region and all recorded increases in demand.
Armidale
Inverell*
Narrabri**
Tamworth*

16%
70%
73%
46%

Dubbo*
Moree
Nyngan**
Walgett

123%
79%
159%
135%

Gunnedah*
Mudgee*
Quirindi*

200%
44%
100%

* Best year on record.
** Second best year on record
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Hunter Valley Region -

Following the 70% gain in 2020 demand increased further in 2021 posting a 40% lift with a
record 620 new Tractors delivered. This was such a strong result given that the previous ten
year average was 321 units.
All broad power segments recorded gains with the under 60Hp market recording an 18% lift
with 252 units sold. Demand in the 60 to 100 market increased by 84% with 237 units
delivered - this is the first time that more than 200 units have been delivered in a year for this
segment. Demand for Tractors in the 100 to 200Hp segment recorded sales of more than
100 units for the first time, 123 units were delivered in 2021 - a rise of 31% on 2020. Finally,
the low volume 200Hp Plus market recorded 8 sales up 2 on 2020’s result.
All areas within the region recorded gains and all had their best result on record.
Gloucester

55%

Maitland

45%

Newcastle

29%

Singleton

51%
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Muswellbrook

26%

Sydney Region -

The Sydney region recorded strong gains in 2021 with a total of 537 units delivered -this was
a rise of 22% on the 441 sold in 2020.
The growth in demand was driven by the high volume under 60 Hp segment - sales
increased by 11% from the 325 recorded in 2020 to 359 this year. After three years in a row
of weakening sales the 60 to 100 Hp segment rebounded strongly recording a 48% lift with
105 deliveries. Following two years of relatively stable demand the 100 to 200 Hp market
picked up posting a 63% increase with 70 sales recorded. The very low volume 200Hp Plus
market recorded 3 sales.
All areas within the region recorded increased sale activity. In the Camden area demand
increased 2%, in the Gosford area deliveries increased 10% and in the Sydney area it
increased 34% to post a record result of 332 sales.
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Central West Region -

Whilst the market grew year-on-year by 29% in 2020 it nearly doubled that in 2021 growing
by 57% to post record sales of 584. This is the first time since records began that the area
has absorbed over 500 units in a single year.
The improvement in the market was spread across all Board Horsepower segments. The
under 60 market grew by 58% recording 137 sales, the 60 to 100 market recorded good
growth of 31% with 81 deliveries made. The key 100 to 200 market continued to gain
strength posting a 48% increase in demand recording 221 sales which was up 58% on the
previous ten-year average of 140 units. Finally, the high value 200Hp Plus market nearly
doubled in volume posting a 96% increase in demand - a total of 145 sales were made. This
is only the second time since records began that more than 100 units have been sold in a
year - the last time was in 2017 when 104 sales were recorded.
Within the region all areas recorded increases and in demand and record outcomes:
Cowra
Orange
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52%
41%

Forbes
Parkes

55%
80%

Grenfell
W.Wyalong

29%
141%

South Coast/Tablelands -

The area posted another solid result in 2021 with the market recording a 35% increase in
demand - a total of 746 new Tractors were delivered. It was a record result for the region
and the first time in history that over 700 Tractors have been sold.
Demand across all power segments increased with the under 60Hp sector recording a 19%
increase from the 300 sold in 2020 to 357 this year. The 60 to 100 market recorded a 54%
lift with 140 sales and the 100 to 200 market increased 39% to 199 deliveries made. The
200Hp Plus market is not usually a big market but there were 50 new Tractors delivered
compared to 20 a year earlier, this is an extraordinary result given that the previous ten-year
average is 22 units.
All areas bar Bega recorded strong year-on-year gains.
Bega**
Queanbeyan*

-10%
44%

Goulburn*
Wollongong**

40%
143%

Moss Vale*
Young*

28%
81%

* Best year on record.
** Second best year on record.
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Riverina Region -

For the first time on record the region has taken over 1,000 new Tractors in a year - a total of
1,020 units were delivered in 2021. This result is even more amazing given that the average
over the previous ten years was 617.
Demand for Tractors over 60Hp were at record levels with the 60 to 100Hp segment
increasing 16% with 135 new Tractors delivered. The 100 to 200Hp market recorded a 36%
lift with 427 sales, this is the first time over 400 units in this segment have been sold in a
single year. The 200 Hp Plus market had a standout year posting a 109% increase with 294
units delivered which is a record.
The only downside was a small 7% fall in sales of Tractors under 60Hp, 64 units were
delivered which was down 13 units on the record result of 177 recorded in 2020.
Within the eight areas which make up the region six recorded gains:
Albury*
Finley**
Wagga*

63%
23%
74%

* Best year on record.
** Second best on record.
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Balranald
Griffith**
Wentworth*

-2%
-1%
39%

Deniliquin*
Narrandera

48%
17%

Victoria….
For the first time on record over 4,000 new Tractors were delivered into Victoria in a single
year - a total of 4,226 were installed. This was up 14% on the previous years’ record result
of 3,697 units and up 43% on the previous ten-year average of 2,951 units.
Within the State all bar one region posted record results, the one that didn’t, the
Mallee/Loddon region, still recorded its second-best result following its record in 2020.
Power demand….
All broad power segments recorded double digit gains starting with under 60Hp market. It
recorded a 13% lift with 1,394 new Tractors delivered, this was a record for the segment.
The 60 to 100Hp market recorded a 23% lift year-on-year with a record 760 units delivered
whereas the 100 to 200Hp market grew by 10% with 1,661 units recorded.
The 200Hp Plus market breached the 400-unit market for the first time on record with 411
new Tractors delivered - this was 23% up on the 333 sold in 2020. This year’s result puts the
market running at 52% above the previous ten-year average of 270.

Victorian Tractor Market
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Goulburn / North East Region -

Following a 34% in demand in 2020 the market continued on its merry way posting a 24% lift
in 2021 with 815 new Tractors delivered. This was the first time since records began where
over 800 Tractors were sold in the region in a year.
All broad Hp segments recorded record results. The under 60Hp market saw demand grow
by 34% with 250 units delivered and the 60 to 100Hp market grew 17% with 149 units
delivered. The 100 to 200Hp market increased by 15% with 343 units delivered, this was the
first time that over 300 units have been sold in this segment in any given year.
Finally, the 200Hp Plus market grew 70% year-on-year with 73 units delivered - yes another
record but the result was also double the previous ten year average of 36.
Of the eight areas within the region only one didn’t achieve a record result, that was in Yea
but it was pretty close nonetheless.
Cobram*
Kyabram*
Wodonga*
* Best year on record.
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46%
24%
54%

Echuca*
Shepparton*
Yea

19%
3%
5%

Euroa*
Wangaratta*

20%
35%

Mallee/Loddon Region -

The region performed strongly once again posting the fifth year in a row of 600 plus sales
with 661 recorded in 2021. Whilst the result was not a record it was within 3 units of the
record result in 2020.
It was a mixed bag when it comes to the power segments with 2 of the 4 recording a drop in
activity. The under 60Hp market was one of those where sales fell 13% year-on-year from
the peak in 2020 - a total of 188 were delivered compared to 215 a year earlier. The other
segment to record a fall was the 100 to 200Hp market, sales declined by 10% with 245 new
Tractors delivered. Despite the drop sales have been above 200 units in the last four years
which is a record for the region.
On the plus side the 60 to 100Hp market recorded a record result of 134, this was 22% up
on the previous year. The biggest year-on-year growth occurred above 200Hp - record
sales were recorded with 94 deliveries - this was a rise of 42% on the 66 delivered a year
earlier.
Five out of the eight areas within the region recorded gains, only the key volume Mildura and
Swan Hill market recording falls.
27%
27%
Bendigo*
Boort**
Kerang*
No Change
20%
-1%
100%
Kyneton*
Mildura
Ouyen*
-43%
50%
Swan Hill
Wycheproof*
* Best year on record.
** Second Best year on record
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Wimmera Region -

Following the slowdown in 2020 the market rebounded in 2021 posting a 19% increase in
sales. 199 new Tractors were delivered compared to 167 a year earlier, this is a record
result for the region.
Demand across all power segments recorded gains. The low volume under 60Hp market
lifted by 30% with 35 units delivered and the even smaller 60 to 100Hp market increased
10% with 11 units delivered. Above 100Hp there was record activity with sales in the 100 to
200Hp segment increasing 31% year-on-year with 59 units delivered and above 200Hp the
market increased 11% with 94 new Tractors delivered.
Four out of the five areas within the region recorded increased demand:
Hopetoun*
St Arnaud*

60%
57%

Horsham*
Warracknabeal*

16%
47%

Nhill

Large sales movements reflect more on the low volumes these areas produce.
* Best year on record.
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-17%

Gippsland Region -

For the first time since records began the region recorded over 700 deliveries in a year a
total of 757 new Tractors were delivered in 2021.
Demand across all broad power segments recorded record results. The under 60 Hp market
recorded an 11% increase in sales with 220 new Tractors delivered - this compares to last
year’s record of 197 units. Deliveries of Tractors in the 60 to 100 market totalled 175 units,
this was 32% up on the 133 sold a year earlier.
The key 100 to 200 Hp market reached record levels with 321 Tractors delivered - a rise of
14% on the 282 sold in 2020 and it was the first time that over 300 units have been delivered
in a year. The 200 Hp Plus market recorded a 21% gain with sales increasing from 34 last
year to 41 this year.
All six areas within the region recorded record results.
Bairnsdale
Morwell

34%
26%

Foster
Sale

23%
14%

Korumburra
Warragul

10%
9%
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Melbourne Region -

New Tractor sales reached near record levels in 2021 with 709 delivered, this was a rise of
11% on the 641 delivered a year earlier.
All power segments up to 200Hp recorded gains with the under 60Hp market increasing 5%
to 397 units. The 60 to 100 market recorded another modest lift with 137 new sales, this
was up 7% on the year before. The 100 to 200 market lifted by 30% from 125 in 2020 to 163
this year, this was a record for the segment. Finally, the low volume 200Hp Plus market
rebounded from a year earlier with 12 sales recorded, up 3 units on the year before.
All five areas within the region recorded increased activity.
Melbourne**
Whittlesea

28%
13%

* Best year on record.
** Second Best year on record.
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Pakenham*
Yarra Glen

1%
19%

Werribee

18%

Western Victoria Region -

It was a great year in the West with over 1,000 new Tractors delivered in a year for the first
time on record. A total of 1,085 units were delivered, this was up 18% on the previous year
and 68% up on the previous ten-year average of 644 units.
All broad horsepower segments recorded year-on-year increases and record results, the
under 60 market recorded growth of 31% with 304 sales reported, the 60 to 100 Hp market
increased 38% with 154 sales made. The key 100 to 200 Hp volume sector of the market
increased 10% from the 482 sold in 2020 to 530 this year - this was the first time over 500
units were sold. Finally, the 200 Hp Plus market, whilst not big in comparison to the other
segments it recorded a 1% gain with 97 new Tractors delivered.
All areas bar Colac recorded increased activity and whilst Colac failed to reach its 2020
record result it was still its second best performance on record.
Ballarat*
Hamilton*

36%
36%

Colac**
Mortlake*

-8%
3%

Geelong*

19%

* Best year on record.
** Second Best year on record.
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Tasmania….
For the first time on record there were over 700 new Tractors delivered in a year with a total
of 704 delivered, this was a rise of 22% on last years’ record result of 577 units and 83% up
on the previous ten-year average of 384 units.
All areas within the State recorded record sales, the Burnie region recorded a 1% increase in
demand with 218 units sold. Growth was driven by 10% lift in the 100 to 200 Hp market,
The Launceston market saw a 32% lift in demand with 263 sales recorded. The growth was
driven by strong increases in sales of Tractors up to 200Hp. Finally, the Hobart market
increased 38% with 223 new Tractors delivered, all segments up to 200Hp recorded strong
gains also.
Power demand….
Overall power demand in the State showed that the under 60 market increased by 38%, the
60 to 100 market increased 14%, the key 100 to 200 market increased by 20% and the
usually low volume 200 Hp Plus market retreated from the 2020 record result posting a 13%
decline in deliveries.

Tasmanian Tractor Market
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South Australia….
The State had its best year on record with 1,359 new Tractors delivered - this was 16% up
on the 1,176 sold a year earlier and 29% up on the previous ten-year average of 1,050 units.
Power demand….
The growth in the overall market was driven by an exceptionally strong over 60Hp market.
Demand for Tractors in the 60 to 100Hp market grew 14% year-on-year and ended up
recording 226 sales. The 100 to 200Hp market grew 27% with 460 sales made - this was a
record for the segment and key to the growth in overall sales. The 200Hp Plus market grew
by 24% with a record 281 units delivered in the year.
The under 60Hp market held basically at 2020 levels recording 392 deliveries, this was 2 up
on the previous year and a new record for the segment.

South Australian Tractor Market
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Mallee/Riverland Region -

Like most regions within the State the Mallee-Riverland produced a record result in 2021
with 272 new Tractors delivered. This was a 20% lift in volume on the 2020 result. The result
was also 42% up on the previous ten-year average of 192.
The growth in the region was fuelled by increased sales above 60Hp. The 60 to 100Hp
market grew by 28% with 78 units sold and whilst it was not a record it was still the second
best result recorded since records began. The 100 to 200Hp market recorded a 29% in sales
with 98 units delivered, this was a record for the segment.
Following a reduction in sales in 2020 the 200Hp Plus market rebounded strongly increasing
by 43% with 30 sales made - this was the second best result on record for the segment.
The only market to contract, all be it slightly, was the under 60Hp segment, sales fell 3% with
66 units recorded.
Within the region the market in the Berri area increased by 16% due strong demand for
Tractors between 60 and 200Hp. The Mannum market had a record year with sales
increasing 62% whereas Murray Bridge held at 2020 levels. Demand in Pinnaroo increased
79% on low volumes with 25 new Tractors delivered.
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South East Region -

It was a record year in the South East with Tractor sales exceeding 300 units for the first
time. A total of 316 new Tractors were delivered in 2021 a rise of 9% on the previous record
year in 2020.
The growth in demand was basically driven by very strong demand in the 100 to 200Hp
market, sales in that sector increased 27% year-on-year with 163 deliveries recorded. The
200Hp Plus market basically held at 2020 levels with 71 sales, this was up 1 unit on a year
earlier. Below 100Hp the market contracted year-on-year with the under 60Hp segment
falling 16% and the 60 to 100Hp market falling 3%.
Within the region only two out of the four areas recorded increased sales activity:

Bordertown
Mount Gambier*

-11%
21%

Meningie
Naracoorte**

-14%
12%

* Best year on record.
* Second best year on record.
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Adelaide Region -

2021 Was a record year for the region with 472 new Tractors delivered, this result was up
8% on the previous year and 19% up on the previous ten-year average of 397 units.
Demand across all broad power groups bar the 200Hp Plus segment grew. Demand in that
segment contracted by 32% with 17 sales recorded, 8 fewer than in 2020. On the positive
side the under 60 market saw sales increase by 3% year-on-year, a total of 220 were sold
which in itself was the second best result on record. The 60 to 100 market increased only
marginally with 91 units recorded, 1 more than in 2020. The biggest gain came in the 100 to
200Hp market, sales increased 35% with a record 144 new Tractors delivered in the year.
Four of the six areas within the region recorded growth in sales:
Adelaide**
Lobethal*

8%
13%

* Best year on record.
* Second best year on record.
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Gawler
Strathalbyn*

-29%
37%

Kingscote**
Tanunda

-40%
13%

North / Yorke Region -

The region recorded its second best result on record with 198 new Tractors delivered in the
year - this was 30% up on the 152 sold in 2020.
It was a very mixed result across the power segments with the low volume under 60 Hp
market recording a 3% increase with 37 units sold. The low volume 60 to 100 market saw
sales increase by 64% with 18 sales recorded, this was 7 units up on the year before.
The 100 to 200 market didn’t fare well with 37 sales recorded, 2 fewer than in 2020 but
above that the 200Hpo Plus market rebounded strongly recording a year-on-year lift of 61%
with a record 106 new Tractors delivered compared to 66 in 2020.
Within the region four out of the five areas recorded gains as follows:
Clare*
Saddleworth*

28%
46%

Crystal Brook
Upper North

No Change

Kadina

32%

45%

* Best year on record.
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Eyre Peninsular Region -

The market rebounded strongly in 2021 with 101 units sold, this was up 40% on the 72 units
delivered in 2020 and a record result for the region.
Power demand growth across all segments was strong with the low volume under 60Hp
market increasing 43% with 20 units delivered. The very low volume 60 to 100Hp market
doubled year-on-year with 6 sales recorded, above that the 100 to 200Hp market recorded a
64% increase with 18 Tractors delivered. The important 200Hp Plus market recorded a 30%
lift in sales with 57 units delivered.
Both areas within the region recorded gains in activity with demand in the Tumby Bay area
increasing by 25% with a record 74 Tractors delivered. The Wudinna area bounced back
from a poor 2020 recording an 108% increase in sales, 27 units were delivered in 2021.
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Northern Territory….
The territory recorded another near record result in 2021 with 139 new Tractors delivered this was one unit down on the record 2012 result of 140. This years’ result was up 22% on
the previous ten-year average of 114 units.
All broad Hp segments up to 200Hp recorded good gains, albeit on low volume turnover.
The under 60 market increased 18% with 65 sales recorded, the 60 to 100 market increased
by 40% with 42 new Tractors delivered, this was within three of the record result recorded in
2012. The 100 to 200 market recorded 30 sales, this was a rise of 7% on the 28 delivered in
2020. Finally, the very low volume 200Hp Plus segment held at its 2020 level with 2 sales
recorded.
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Western Australia….
The previous ten-year average is 1,133 units. In 2021 sales reached record levels with 1,571
new Tractors delivered, this result is 39% up on that ten years’ average.
2021 caps off a ten-year period where sales have exceeded 1,000 units, something it has
never done before.
All regions within the State recorded strong gains as with four out of the five recording record
results.
Power demand….
All four broad power groups recorded strong gains which resulted in record sales numbers.
The under 60Hp lifestyle market recorded a 27% gain with 515 Tractors delivered - this
result was 34% up on the previous ten-year average of 384 units. The 60 to 100Hp unitality
Tractor market increased year-on-year by 35% with 230 units delivered and the 100 to
200Hp mixed farming segment increased 24% with 370 units delivered.
The 200Hp Plus broadacre market recorded a lift of 47%. 456 new Tractors were delivered,
this result is up 31% on the previous ten-year average of 349 units.

West Australian Tractor Market
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Northern Region -

The region bounced back strongly in 2021 following a poor 2020 recording a record result for
the region. A total of 175 new Tractors were delivered in the year which was an 111%
turnaround year-on-year.
All broad horsepower segments record very strong gains, the under 60Hp market recorded a
56% increase to post a record result of 53 sales in the region. The 60 to 100 market saw
sales more than double year-on-year with 16 units delivered which was basically in line with
the previous ten-year average.
Above 100 Hp the two broad segments both recorded a more than doubling of sales yearon-year. The 100 to 200Hp market had a record year with 31 units delivered - this compares
to 12 in 2020 and the 200Hp Plus market recorded an 150% year-on-year increase with 75
units delivered compared to 30 a year earlier.
Four out of the five areas within the region recorded increased sales activity:
Carnarvon**
Morawa

233%
233%

Geraldton*
Port Hedland

89%
-20%

Kununurra

73%

* Best year on record.
* Second best year on record.
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Midlands Region -

It was a record year for the region with 275 new Tractors delivered, this was 38% up on the
200 sold in 2020 and 30% up on the previous ten-year average of 212 units.
The driver behind the strong result was a 43% lift in the 200Hp Plus market with a record
161 units delivered in the year. There was also strong growth recorded in the 100 to 200Hp
market, albeit on lower volumes, with sales increasing 55% with 48 units delivered - this was
a record result for this segment also.
The low volume 60 to 100Hp market more than doubled year-on-year with 25 new Tractors
delivered but below that the up to 60Hp market contracted by 7% with 41 sales recorded.
Eight of the nine areas within the region recorded increased sales activity, they were:
Bindoon*
Moora
Northam**

75%
0%
6%

Kellerberrin*
Mukinbudin*
Quairading*

* Best year on record.
* Second best year on record.
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29%
67%
8%

Merredin**
Narembeen
Wongan Hills

40%
500%
65%

Southern Region -

The Southern market also produced a record outcome in 2021 with 393 Tractors delivered.
This was up 31% on the previous years’ result and 45% up on the previous ten-year average
of 271.
All power segments recorded strong gains. The under 60Hp market increased 53% year-onyear with record sales of 58 units recorded. The lower volume 60 to 100Hp segment
recorded its second best result on record with 37 units delivered - this was up 42% on a year
earlier.
Above 100Hp demand was particularly strong. The 100 to 200Hp market increased 20%
year-on-year with 97 units delivered - this was a record result for the segment.
Demand above 200Hp increased 30% with 201 units delivered - this was a record result and
the first time sales have surpassed 200 units in a single year.
Of the eight areas which make up the region 6 recorded increased sales activity as follows:
Albany*
Esperance*
Narrogin

31%
49%
36%

Brookton
Katanning*
Wagin

0%
6%
28%

Corrigin*
Kulin**

0%
171%

* Best year on record.
* Second best year on record.
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Perth Region -

The region recorded strong growth in 2021 increasing 23% year-on-year to post sales of 298
and whilst not a record it was within two units of achieving that result.
The under 60 Hp market is the key volume segment in the region accounting for around 70%
of the regions volume. In 2021 demand improved by 24% with 207 units sol -, this was the
second best result on record for the segment.
Demand for Tractors between 60 and 100 Hp have been sluggish over the last six years but
in 2021 it rebounded strongly posting a 33% lift in sales with 40 units delivered. Despite the
increase the result was 15% down on the previous ten-year average.
The 100 to 200 market recorded its best result on record with 44 units delivered - this was 4
units up on last years’ record result of 40. Finally, the low volume 200Hp Plus market
recorded 7 sales this year which is basically in line with the previous ten-year average.
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South West Region -

Records tumbled in 2021 in the region with 430 new Tractors delivered. This is the first time
the area has taken over 400 Tractors in a year. This year’s result was 20% on the previous
year’s sales and 59% up on the previous ten-year average of 271.
Demand across all broad Hp segments recorded record results in 2021. The under 60Hp
market increased 28% with 156 units delivered, the 60 to 100Hp market increased 18% with
112 units delivered, the 100 to 200Hp market increased 11% with 150 units delivered and
the 200Hp Plus market doubled year-on-year with 12 units delivered.
All areas within the region recorded increased sales activity as follows:
Boyup Brook*
Waroona*

10%
5%

Bunbury*
Witchcliffe*

14%
29%

Manjimup*

31%

* Best year on record.
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Combine Harvesters
For the first time since 2012 the market broke through the 1,000 sales mark with the delivery
of 1,081 new combines, this was a dramatic turnaround from the 672 sold a year earlier. The
61% turnaround was the biggest year-on-year change since 2009.
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Power demand….
Demand for large capacity high horsepower machines continue to dominate the market at
the expense of smaller low capacity machines as is evident by the Class 6 (up to 352 Hp)
machines which recorded 22 sales this year. This class of Combine accounted for just 2%
of the total market, eventually demand will dry up.
Class 7 (352-435Hp) machines recovered slightly accounting for 17% of sales in 2021.
Class 8’s (435-516Hp) accounted for 51% of sales - this was up considerable on the
previous 12 months. Class 9 (516-598Hp) machines sales continue to grow, in 2017 they
accounted for 21% of the market - this year they accounted for 25% of the market. The new
Class 10 (598Hp Plus) category, whilst small compared to the other classes continues to
grow, in 2021 they accounted for 5% of overall sales.
Class 8, 9 and 10 machines continue to dominate accounting for 81% of sales in 2021.

Class 6

2017
30

2018
22

2019
21

2020
11

2021
22

Class 7
Class 8

223
415

156
311

126
243

145
338

182
555

Class 9
Class 10
Total

182
19
869

177
10
676

129
19
538

149
29
672

266
56
1,081
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Evidence of the shift to larger machines is very clear when we go back some twenty years to
2002 when the average machine size sold was then 295 Hp. Move forward another 10
years and this had rises to 401 Hp and in 2021 it rose again to 484 Hp.
Larger farm sizes combined with volatile harvest conditions continues to push demand for
higher capacity, faster and more efficient machinery.
Australian Combine Harvester Market
Average Eng. Horsepower
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Around the country….
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Queensland….
Sales rebounded strongly in 2021 with 71 new machines delivered in the State - this was a
69% lift in demand on the 42 delivered in 2020. Whilst it wasn’t a record it was up 34% on
the previous ten-year average of 53.
Sales in the key South West region of the State recorded a 65% increase with 56 sales
made. For the first time in a few years demand has finally reached levels above the ten-year
average of 43 units.
Elsewhere in the State the North and Mackay regions are small, but consistent markets,
together there were only 3 sales made in 2021 - this was the same as 2020.
The surprise was the Central region market, it’s usually quite small also but in 2021 11 were
sold, this compared to 3 in 2020.

New South Wales….
Following the very poor 2019 season and sales the market rebounded in 2020 and again in
2021 to reach its best result in the last ten years. 366 new Combines were delivered in 2021,
this was up 79% on a year earlier and up 73% on the previous ten-year average of 211.
Within the State it was pretty much all positive with the key areas in the North & North West,
the Central West and the Riverina all posting very strong gains. It is also worth noting that
the South Coast-Tablelands area which is usually quite small posted a record result with 26
new machines delivered.
A look at all regions shows:

North & NW
Sth. Coast/Tablelands

77%
333%

Central West
Riverina

63%
74%

Victoria….
Sales of new Combines were the best they have been in ten years with 183 new machines
delivered in 2021 - this was up 40% on a year earlier and 33% up on the previous ten-year
average of 138.
All key growing regions within the State recorded increased demand as follows:
Goulburn/NE
Wimmera
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107%
29%

Mallee/Loddon
Western Vic.

28%
39%

South Australia….
Demand continued to improve following the poor 2019 market, sales increased 17% in 2020
and then gained pace in 2021 increasing 33%. A total of 144 Combines were delivered this
year.
The two key regions in the State are the North-Yorke region and the Eyre Peninsula,
demand in the North-Yorke market was very strong with sales increasing year-on-year by
59% with 73 sales recorded. The Eyre Peninsula didn’t fare as well with sales holding at
2020 levels, 36 new machines were sold.
In other parts of the State demand in the Mallee/Riverland fell 33% with 8 sales recorded
and in the South East they increased by 67% with 20 sales made. The lower volume
Adelaide area recorded a 250% increase with 7 sales reported.

Western Australia….
Following two years of declining sales the market rebounded strongly in 2021 recording a
71% lift in sales with the delivery of 316 new Combines. This was a particularly strong result
given that the previous ten-year average is 240.
Within the State the Northern region recorded a 146% increase in demand with 64 sales
recorded -this compares to 26 in 2020. It wasn’t that much different in the Midlands, sales
increased by 81% with 105 new sales made. In the Southern region sales increased 46%
from 100 in 2020 to 146 this year.
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Balers
After three years in a row of increased demand the market retreated in 2021 recording a
24% decline in sales activity - 985 units were sold which was 310 fewer than the 1,295
recorded in 2020. Despite the fall in activity this year’s result was still 22% up on the
previous ten-year average of 810 units.
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2021 Baler Sales mix:
Demand for Rounds declined by 16% year-on-year with a total of 599 new machines
delivered. Despite the fall the result was still 13% up on the previous ten-year average of
529 units.
Demand for Small Squares increased for the fourth year in a row with 195 units sold, this
was an all-time record for this class of Baler.
Following record sales of 396 in 2020 the market retreated strongly in 2021 falling 52% with
191 units sold. The significant reduction in demand from both the Oaten Hay producers and
the Broadacre sector hit this product group hard.
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Around the country.…
All States bar Tasmania recorded decreased sales demand:
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Queensland….
Following record sales of 199 units in 2020 the market retreated back to 2019 levels in 2021
with 158 units sold.
The decrease in demand was driven by a 22% reduction in round sales and a 52% drop in
demand for Large Squares. Sales of Small Square Balers held at 2020 levels.
Five out of the 6 regions within the State recorded a decline in sales:

North
Burnett

-30%
44%

Mackay*
South West

-60%
-18%

Central
Brisbane

-52%
-29%

* Historical low volume market for balers
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New South Wales….
Following the record result in 2020 the market retreated in 2021 declining by 26% with 225
new Balers sold. Despite the drop in activity the result was still 21% up on the previous ten
year average of 176 units.
Demand for Round Balers accounted for 54% of this year’s sales with 122 units installed this was down 23% on a year earlier. Sales of Small Squares dropped by only 4 units yearon-year with 61 sales recorded. The market for Large Squares declined considerably
following the record result achieved in 2020, a total of 42 machines were sold which was
47% down on last year.
Apart from the Hunter all other regions in the State recorded reduced activity:

North Coast
Hunter
Central West
Riverina

-7%
39%
-30%
-40%

North & Nth. West
Sydney
Sth. Coast/Tabl.

-25%
-100%
-7%

Victoria….
Having recorded record sales in 2020 the market backed off in 2021 with 326 new Balers
sold - this was a 25% drop year-on-year. Despite the fall the result was still 10% up on the
previous ten-year average of 297 units.
Demand for Round Balers held up quite well falling by only 7% with 230 units recorded.
Despite the drop the market was still running above the previous ten-year average of 206
units. The Small Square market had its best year ever with 49 sold -this was 32% on the
previous year and more than double the previous ten-year average of 20 units. The Large
Square market didn’t have a good year with sales falling 70% from the 2020 record result - a
total of just 47 units were sold. This was the lowest volume recorded in the last seven years
and 34% down on the previous ten-year average of 71 units.
Within the State the majority of areas recorded declining activity:

Goulburn – NE
Wimmera
Melbourne

-9%
-53%
25%

Mallee – Loddon
Gippsland
Western Vic.

-52%
-18%
1%

Tasmania….
The small Tasmanian market had another good year with sales increasing 13% from the 38
sold in 2020 to 43 in 2021. The ten year average is 30 so it was a good year all round.
Within the State the Burnie Region recorded an 8% gain in sales with 14 units recorded. In
the North East Launceston market sales contracted 20% with 12 sales recorded. The low
volume Hobart market recorded 10 sales which was up 4 units on the year before.
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South Australian….
Following the record results achieved in 2020 the market retreated in 2021 with sales of 122
units recorded. This was a 29% drop in activity but still 23% up on the previous ten year
average of 99 units.
Demand for Round Balers held up quite well recording 74 sales, this was an 11% drop on
the record 83 units recorded in 2020. The small, Small Square Baler market recorded 9
sales - down 1 unit on a year earlier. The biggest fall was centred on the Large Squares
where demand dropped by 52% with 38 sales recorded, this result came off record sales of
79 in 2020.
Within the State results were mainly negative:

Mallee/Riverland
Adelaide
Eyre

-58%
-28%
20%

South East
North/Yorke

3%
-54%

Northern Territory….
There are not many Balers sold in the Territory, the 10 year average is 5 and that is how
many were sold in 2021.

Western Australia….
Like all other mainland States the market in WA weakened in 2021, sales dropped by 23%
with 106 Balers sold. Despite the fall the market was still up 13% on the previous ten year
average of 94.
Lower Round Baler sales contributed to most of the decline with sales falling 35% from the
74 sold in 2020 to 48 this year. The Small Square Baler market recorded 12 sales - 2 fewer
than in 2020, but the Large Square market held up reasonably well 46 units were sold, 4
fewer than in 2020.
All of the 5 regions within the State recorded a fall in sales:

Northern
Southern
South West

-67%
-6%
-39%

Midlands
Perth

-14%
-71%

Note, the large volume variations in both the Northern and Perth regions are because of very
small sales volume variances.
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Self-Propelled Windrowers
Following the rebound in sales in 2020, deliveries of new machines in 2021 retreated. There
were 65 new machines delivered in 2021 but this was not because there was a lack of sales,
more it was a result of shipping delays which resulted in the lower number of orders which
could be satisfied.
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Because of the low 2021 numbers reported it is difficult to accurately depict the trends, so
the following can only be described as a guide only, 2022 should show a much clearer
picture once the sector can deliver what it has on order.
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Hay Tools
Following three years of growth in demand the market retreated in 2021 with 2,432 pieces
sold. This represented an 18% decline year-on-year. Despite the fall, demand is still running
26% above the previous ten-year average of 1,932 units.
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Sales of Disc Mowers totalled 613 which was 7% down on the 660 sold a year earlier.
Mower Conditioners sales declined by 23% with 605 sales recorded. Sales of Mower
Conditioners are now running at 27% above the previous ten-year average of 477.
Demand for Rakes and Tedders declined at same rates in 2021 with sales of Rakes
declining by 21% with 815 sold. Tedder sales also declined by 21% with 314 units sold.
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Demand for Bale Wrappers declined as did Forage Mixer. Forage Wagons on the other
hand increased - these sales numbers should be interpreted as indicative trends only for
each of these product groups.
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Commercial Out-Front Mowers
After the record result achieved in 2020 with 9,690 sales, the market retreated slightly in
2021 with 9,432 new machines delivered. This was a 3% decline year-on-year but one can’t
help but think that this was influenced by shipping delays rather than anything else.
Once again, I remind the reader that the sales that are collected are in the main sold through
the Agricultural Dealer Network and there are a number of players in the market that do not
participate in sharing their sales information. The market therefore is considerable larger
than the numbers suggest.
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The market is driven entirely by Zero Turn sales. Demand fell year-on-year by 3% - 8,687
ZT’s were sold in 2021. ZT’s account for 92% of the market. Sales of Conventional Out-Front
Mowers in 2021 were not dissimilar to 2020 with 745 sold -this was up two units on 2020’s
result.
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Around the country….
The high volume East Coast States accounted for 87% of the national volume.
In Queensland the market rose by 7% with 2,853 sales recorded. New South Wales didn’t
fare as well with sales declining by 6% with 3,591 new sales reported. Demand in Victoria
slowed in 2021 by 7% to 1,767 sales from the 1,906 sold a year earlier.
In Tasmania the market also slowed with 197 new sales made a fall of 18% on the 240 sold
in 2020.
Demand in South Australia retreated 8% with 391 sales reported and in the NT sales fell 2%
to 173 units.
The market in WA was positive this year posting a small 2% increase in demand, 460 units
were sold compared to 450 in 2020.
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Manheim Industrial
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